Full Stack Developer Symfony ! (f/m/x) 60-80%, remote
Join our growing Swiss healthcare startup with international ambitions!
About us
We are Medison (medison.ch), a healthcare startup based in Switzerland with roots at ETH Zurich. We help doctors and nurses ﬁnd the
perfect job — so that they can excel in their profession and focus on providing the best patient care possible.
We built the leading career platform for doctors in Switzerland (reviewed.ch) and are on track to become number one for nurses, too
(carenow.ch). We will launch more services on our mission to improve the medical job market and go international in the near future.

Our software development
Our platforms are dockerized Symfony 4 apps sharing a single codebase, built and maintained by a single dev. The frontend currently
consists of a Bootstrap template. We're planing to move the frontend to a SPA (we where thinking about Vue.js, if you're a diehard React or
Angular fan, convince us!) utilizing a GraphQL API.
You will be part of the entire development process, build new features, help ensure the availability and functionality of our services and
preferably have a strong interest in everything related to the frontend: You’re passionate about providing our users the best interface and
user experience (possibly in collaboration with external frontend developers and UI/UX experts).

Your Proﬁle
• A versatile Full Stack Software Engineer (preferably with a slight preference for the Frontend — our current dev is more “Backendish”)
• At least 2+ years of experience with Symfony
• Good knowledge of either Vue.js, React or Angular
• Experience working with version control systems (we use Git) as well as testing (ex. Unit-, Integration-, Functional-Testing)
• Very good communication skills with a fast response time (we use Telegram), ﬂuent in English (and possibly German)
• Being able to work remotely on your own while still being a team player (collaboration with our current developer, lets-do-it-attitude)
• Experience with the following is a bonus but no requirement: TDD, DevOps, Docker, Scrum or other agile methods, GraphQL,
ElasticSearch, Redis, Memcache, UI/UX design

Working conditions
We have a spot in a coworking space in Zurich that you could use or we could rent another spot for you in your area. Most of us work
remotely, as we live all over Switzerland. We hold team meetings once a week through Zoom and use Trello to keep ourselves organized.
As a company we stand for transparency, challenge preconceptions and strive for a healthy work-life-balance (the entire core team works
60% while still pursuing other interests). Join us and help us further shape our open and remote working culture!
We oﬀer a competitive salary and in the long run the possibility to earn shares and become a co-owner of our company.

How to apply
Interested? We’d love to hear from you! Please send us an email at team@medison.ch, attach your CV, add all links you deem relevant (ex.
github) and answer the following three questions:
•

What projects have you worked on previously and what was your role in them?

•

What Frontend Framework / SPA would you deploy (if any) and why?

•

What’s the value our current two platforms (reviewed.ch, carenow.ch) provide for employees? What’s the value for employers?

